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HTML vs HTML5

 HTML:A language that describes documents' 
formatting and content, which is basically 
composed of static text and images.

 HTML5: Being developed as the next major 
revision of HTML. It introduces and enhances 
a wide range of features including form 
controls, APIs, multimedia, structure, and 
semantics.
 Introduces a whole set of new elements that 

make it much easier to structure pages. 



HTML

http://www.alistapart.com/articles/previewofhtml5



HTML 5

http://www.alistapart.com/articles/previewofhtml5



HTML 5 Browser Readiness

http://www.focus.com/images/view/11905/



HTML5

For Mobile Apps



HTML5 for Mobile

 Have one single core application

 Written with web standards, primarily HTML, 
CSS, and JavaScript

 Deployed on more than one mobile platform



Native Apps for Mobile

 Have multiple applications for different 
platforms

 Written in Objective C (iPhone), Java 
(Android) etc

 Deployed separately for different platforms: 
Apple App Store, Android Marketplace, Nokia 
Ovi store etc 



HTML5 for Mobile: Key
Elements

 Offline Support: The AppCache and 
Database make it possible for mobile 
developers to store thing locally on the device 
and now that interruptions in connectivity will 
not affect the ability for someone to get their 
work done.

 Canvas and Video: These two features are 
designed to make it easy to add graphics
and video to a page without worrying about 
plugins. 

http://www.cloudfour.com/html5-from-a-mobile-perspective/



HTML5 for Mobile: Key
Elements

 GeoLocation API: This is actually not part of 
HTML5, but is a separate specification. It is 
often bundled together because the mobile 
phones that are including HTML5 are 
generally supporting the GeoLocation API.

 Advanced Forms: Fields that can be 
validated by the browser are improvements 
for mobile devices. The more that can be 
handled by the browser means less time 
downloading javascript code.

http://www.cloudfour.com/html5-from-a-mobile-perspective/



HTML5

Mobile App Examples



foursquare.com



gowalla.com



facebook.com/places



Google Voice & Youtube



HTML5

Mobile App Frameworks



appcelerator.com



phonegap.com



rhomobile.com


